2020 Estate Brut Rosé
Vintage Overview
Bright peach, sun fruit, and a tropical twist that carries through to the
palate all showcase themselves on the nose of our 2020 Brut Rosé.
Flavors of peach repeat on the palate with spritzed salinity, golden
raspberry, and a crisp clean finish.

WINE
BRIX AT HARVEST 21.2 I DIRECT PRESS
AGING- 75% STAINLESS STEEL & 25%
NEUTRAL OAK I pH 3.24 I TA .64g/100ml
VINEYARD
PINOT NOIR CLONES 667 & 777
DRY FARMED I LAURELWOOD SOIL
INGREDIENTS
LIVE CERTIFIED GRAPES, SULFUR, ORGANIC
YEAST NUTRIENT, NATIVE YEAST

In the Vineyard
In 2020 Oregon experienced brutal wildfires. With 50 square miles
separating the Tualatin Hills from the most concentrated smoke, David
Hill faired incredibly well, and our fruit was lucky enough to escape
untouched by smoke damage. A damp and later than average bloom
resulted in smaller clusters and berries, creating a perfect set for what
the vines should bare during bloom. A temperate summer allowed fruit
to hang without becoming overly ripe, while dry weather systems during
harvest allowed the vineyard team to pick with leisure. The
circumstances in 2020 produced ripeness and expression among our
wines that makes for a seriously age-worthy vintage.
In the Winery
Intentionally crafted from our Estate Pinot Noir Rosé, this effervescent
wine is carbonated to 1.9 atmospheres and is delicious out of a glass or
directly from the can. Throw it in a rucksack for a hike, or hand it off to a
friend at a party, this can is the ultimate utility- take it anywhere.
davidhillwinery.com
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